The present study investigated different aspects of auditory language comprehension. The sentences which were presented as connected speech were either correct or incorrect including a semantic error fselectional restriction). a morphological error (verb inflection), or a syntactic error (phrase structure). After each sentence, a probe word was presented auditorily, and subjects had to decide whether this word was part of the preceding sentence or not. Event-related brain potentials (ERPs) were recorded from 7 scalp electrodes. The ERPs evoked by incorrect sentences differed significantly from the correct ones as a function of error type. Semantic anomalies evoked a 'classical' N400 pattern. Morphological errors elicited a pronounced negativity between 3Of! and 600 ms followed by a late positivity. Syntactic errors, in contrast, evoked an early negativity peaking around I80 ms followed by a negativity around 400 ms. The early negativity was only significant over the left anterior electrode. The present data demonstrate that linguistic errors of different categories evoke different ERP patterns. They indicate that with using connected speech as input, different aspects of language comprehension processes cannot only be described with respect to their temporal structure. but eventually also with respect to possible brain systems subserving these processes.
particular syntactic analysis and interpretation, interact on-line as the linguistic information enters the system3'V34. The debate between these positions can thus be reduced to the question of when during language processing information from the different subsystems come together.
The specification of the temporal parameters under which the different subsystems interact has been subject of a number of recent behavioral studies. The existence of functionally distinct subsystems of the language system has been supported by reaction time experiments conducted with normal subjects'0*'5"'*4', as well as by those involving subjects with circumscribed brain lesions""'. Ferreira and Clifton'", using measuresof eye movements during reading, for example, provided evidence in support of distinct processing components for purely structural and interpretative processes. They found that syntactic processing strategies were applied even when those resulted in thematically based anomaly or when they conflicted with se-mantie discourse biases. These data are compatible with the comprehension account proposed by FrazierlzJ4 assuming two temporally distinct processing stages. On-line comprehension studies conducted with subjects suffering from specific left hemisphere brain lesions suggest that structural processes are selectively affected by left anterior brain lesions'h*'x. Friederici 16, for example, has shown that patients with lesions in the Broca's area, but not those with lesions in the Wernicke's area, are selectively slowed down when required to monitor function words in auditorily presented sentences.
Thus, it seems that a 'fine-grained look' at the temporal structure of the language comprehension process is compatible with a view proposed by Frazier"*'4 assuming an initial stage during which the parser identifies the structure of the input on the basis of syntactic category information and a late stage during which final integration of thematic and structural information takes place. At this latter stage reanalysis of the initial parse may turn out to be necessary in case of a mismatch between the initial parse and the final interpretation is detected.
The critical aspect to be taken into account when modelling language comprehension, it appears, is the temporal structure of this process. The characterization of the temporal structure can be done most directly when investigating spoken language comprehension on-line, as speech unrolls as a sequence in time. The on-line measure, usually employed in psycholinguistics, is the registration of reaction times either in a lexical decision, a word-monitoring or in a speechshadowing task. These tasks, however, require a person's reaction to some given input and the measures are, therefore, separated in time from the actual perception process.
One way to investigate the time course of semantic and syntactic processes more directly is to register brain potenrials. A number of recent studies have done SO, mostly using a word-by-word visual presentation mode with pauses of different length between each word (for a review see refs. 28 and 48) . Only a few studies used auditory language material'*2'*32 or natural speech7*22 while registrating event-related brain potentials. None of these auditory studies, however, investigated syntactic aspects of language processing, they rather focussed on semantic aspects.
Event-related brain potentials
The electrical activity of the brain time-locked to the presentation of a stimulus, the so-called event-related potential (ERP), has been shown to be sensitive to a variety of sensory and cognitive processes including language comprehensiony."',".~. With respect to language processes a specific negative component peaking around 400 ms (N400) after the onset of the target word presentation has been identified to vary as a function of the context =. It was demonstrated that the amplitude of the N4OO for a sentence final word was a monotonic function of the cloze probability. i.e. the N400 was greater in amplitude for less predii:ahle words than for more predictable words. The variation of the semantic context was shown to influence the N400 in word context"*3s*43,w and sentence context studies . x*2h4x It was suggested that the amplitude of the N400 is sensitive to the build up of semantic constraints upon recognition/ processing of the succeeding word2N*ZV.
The attempts to find an equally specific correlate for syntactic processes have been less successful. The first studies that investigated the influence of syntactic structure on auditory word recognition using ERP measures were those by Brown and colleagues2-". They presented subjects identical word forms which had two readings, a noun reading and a verb reading (e.g. fire). This form was presented in two different disambiguatifig contexts, a noun context (e.g. sit by the fire) or a verb context (e.g. ready, aim, fire). The identical word forms which were presented repeatedly in each of these two contexts produced different ERP patterns as a function of the preceding syntactic context. A principal component analysis revealed an early negativity at around 150 ms over the left hemisphere with a larger amplitude for the noun than for the verb context condition. This difference in amplitude was most prominent at left anterior sites.
Kutas and Hillyard" set out to investigate the processing of morphosyntactically incorrect sentences during reading using event-related potential measures. With English as the experimental language, their incorrect sentences contained errors in number marking. They reported a tendency for these errors to be associated with increased negativity between 200 ms and 500 ms post stimulus with a slightly more frontally located maximum than the classical N400 effect. The effect, however, failed to reach the required reliability.
Miinte et al.36 investigated syntactic and morphosyntactic violations during reading using German as the experimental language. As morphosyntactic violations, they introduced case marking errors. Syntactic violations were realized in sentences containing phrasal continuations which were incorrect with respect to the word's syntactic class (noun vs. conjunction). Both types of violations were correlated with a negativity around 400 ms.
Two more recent studies analyzed ERP responses with respect to the processing of syntactic information encoded in verbs, i.e. subcategorization information4'L4L. Riisler et al.42 investigated the processing of correct and incorrect German sentences containing verbs which cannot be passivized (e.g. 'Der Lehrer wurde gesehen' (The teacher was seen) vs. 'Der Lehrer wurde geweint' (The teacher was cried)). Sentences were presented using a visual word-by-word presentation with interword intervals of 100 ms and 200 ms, respectively. Targets preceded by the syntactically incorrect context elicited a negative going wave peaking around 400 ms post-stimulus which was significant over the left and frontal electrode sites. The topography of this wave clearly differed from that elicited by a semantically incorrect context for a given past participle form (selectional restriction violation, e.g. The president was murdered vs. The milk was murdered) which was similar to those reported in the literature for semantic anomalies. Interpreting these data with respect to their temporal and topographic characteristics, the negativity peaking around 400 ms was taken to reflect the stage of full lexical access, as both types of violations elicited such a waveform in this time range. The particular topography was viewed to reflect the processing of semantic versus syntactic information encoded in the verb. Osterhout and Holcomb4" studied violations of a verb's subcategorization frame (e.g. 'The banker persuaded to seli the stock? in comparison to correct sentences (e.g. 'The banker decided to sell the stock'). They found a late (about 600 msl positive deflection over parietal areas of the scalp in correlation with such violations. Note, that this component may not only be a reflection of a syntactic error, but also be correlated with a so-called garden-path effect, i.e. requirement of a structural reanalysis in these sentences which becomes evident only at the end of the sentence. A similarly distributed late positivity has also been observed for other types of syntactic anomalies, as for example, sentences containing the incorrect order of words in a phrase or inflectionally marked incorrect subject-verb agreement in Dutch sentences". Given the onset polarity and topography, the late positivity could be viewed as a member of the P300 components usually elicited by unexpected eventssq9.
Finally, Neville et al.37 studying different types of syntactic violations found each to be correlated with a different ERP pattern. Phrase structure violation produced a biphasic effect with a left frontal negativity peaking at around 400 ms and a parietal positivity peaking at around 700 ms. Specificity constraint violations evoked a sustained left frontal negativity emerging immediately after the critical word and peaking at around 700 ms. Subjacency constraint violations produced a broad parietal late positivity similar to that observed by the studies mentioned above.
Thus, taken together, the data at hand suggest at least three different waveforms to be related to syntactic processing.
First, Brown and colleagues' using auditory Ianguage material found an early left anterior negativity peaking at around 150 ms as a correlate fcr the pmcessing of syntactic word category information in a principal component analysis.
Second, a number of studies report a left anterior negativity peaking at around 400 ms in correlation with a variety of different aspects of syntactic processing during reading for the processing of lexically bound syntactic information4*, the processing of those elements that carry syntactic information, i.e. the closed class elements", or the processing of syntactically licensed filler-gap dependencies*4.
Third, some studies found a late parietal positivity at around 600 ms and later in relation to the processing of syntactic aspects during reading. Such a late positivity was observed for sentences in which the preferred syntactic reading did not allow plausible interpretations and required reanalyses (ref. 40 ; see also ref. 19 ).
These ERP data in their heterogeneity cannot easiIy be connected to current psycholinguistic models of language comprehension. Whether the heterogeneity is due to differences in the various aspects of syntactic processing tested, the different presentation modes (auditory vs. visual) or even languages used (English, German, Dutch) cannot be decided on the basis of the data at hand. However, when considering the temporal distribution of the reported effects across the different studies, we can state a difference between lexicalsemantic effects clearly located around 400 ms and syntactic processes either being correlated with early negativities (around 150 ms and 400 ms) or with a late positivity (around 600 ms and later).
The present study
The present study was designed to address the question whether different aspects of language parsing become manifest in temporally and topographically distinct patterns of event-related potentials in the same subjects. In particular, we investigated the processing of three different types of information, semantic information, morphological information and syntactic information. Given the assumptions about early fast and automatic syntactic processes involved in the initial parse, we reasoned that these may be more likely to be observed when presenting the language material online. We therefore decided to present the stimulus material not in a word-by-word manner but as running speech.
The prediction for the semantic violation condition was that it should elicit a classical N400 wave. The predictions for the other two types of violations were less straight forward. given the state of the art discussed above. Moreover, as we were interested in studying the processing of the different types of violation under the condition of natural speech input, the basis for clear predictions was even more sparse. The only study using natural speech as input while recording ERPs had only investigated semantic aspects of sentence processing". a cloze probability of zero. these were excluded from later analysis. ** Attemps were made to splice the auditory material of correct sentences and use these parts for the incorrect sentences. This procedure, however, resulted in most unnatural sounding material, we !herefore decided to use the procedure described in the method section. categories of noun, auxiliary and main verb. The last quarter consisted of articles and prepositions to equal parts.
MATERIALS AND METHODS

Suhjecrs
These probe words were spoken as individual words by the same female speaker who bad spoken the sentence material on analogue tape. Like the sentences. probe words were digitized and were ~nred in separate disk files. Using this technique. trials with standard interstimulus intervals of 800 ms between sentence offset and probe word onset were constructed. This was true for all critical trials as well as for the filler trials. All sentences and probes were reassembled and output in a quasi random order on an analogue tape together with IO practice trials preceding the experimental trials. Two differently randomized analogue audio tapes were constructed from the same material (set A and set B). Set A and set B differed in their combination of sentences and probe types: those sentences that were combined with a true probe in set A were combined with a false probe in set B, and vice versa.
Procedure
The probe verification paradigm required the subjects to listen to the auditorily presented sentence and a target following after a pause of 800 ms. They were asked to indicate whether or not the probe word had appeared in the preceding sentence. This response was delayed by the introduction of an interstimulus intenal of 800
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RESULTS
As behavioral data, error rates were computed separately for each condition and probe type (true vs. false probe). Descriptive analyses showed that overall error rates amounted to 1.1% and distributed equally over conditions. Error rates were too low to be analyzed by means of inferential statistics. The average voltage in the 250 ms following the first critical point (i.e. the onset of the auxiliary 'wurde') was examined for significant differences as a function of experimental corrdition. Since no systematic effects were found in an ANOVA analysis, this interval was used as a baseline for all further ERP amplitude measures.
Visual inspection of the grand average ERPs elicited by the final words per violation condition against the correct condition plotted in Figs. 2-4 indicates different waveforms for each of the incorrect condition, with respect to their temporal and topographic distribution.
A more detailed inspection of the time course of the ERPs revealed a very early negativity peaking at I80 ms only for the syntactic condition. Although this negativity can be seen at El, Br and Fz, it was largest at BI 
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and virtually non-existent at the posterior electrodes (Fig. 4) . In the time domain between 250-700 ms we observed a negative going wave for the semantically incorrect condition which had the clear distribution of the classical N400 (Fig. 2) . Morphological errors also elicited a negativity around 400 ms, however, with a smaller amplitude than the 'semantic N4OO', peaking somewhat earlier and merging into a positivity at around 600 ms (Fig. 3) . The syntactically incorrect condition also elicited a negativity in this time domain which, however, was most prominent at anterior and frontal electrodes and basically absent at posterior electrodes (Fig. 4) . Given these observations we chose three different time windows ( The local ANOVA for the time epoch 100-250 ms with the factor Condition (correct vs. syntactically incorrect) by Electrode revealed a significant main effect of Electrode (F,.,, = 5.20, P < 0.003) and a significant interaction ( Fhew = 3.53, P < 0.03). Planned r-tests showed that the difference between the correct and the syntactically incorrect condition was only significant at Bl (fi, = -2.21, P < 1).05x
The local ANOVA for the time epoch 250-700 ms with the factor Condition (correct, semantically incorrect, morphologically incorrect and syntactically incorrect) and Electrode (BI, Br, Fz, Cz, Pz, WI, Wr) revealed a significant main effect of Condition (F3.45 = 8.68, P < 0.0004), a main effect of Electrode ( Fhaul, = 8.54, P < 0.001) and a significant interaction (F,,,,,, = 3.75, P < 0.001). This interaction was analyzed further by conducting planned t-tests. The difference between the'correct and the incorrect condition was significant for the semantically incorrect sentences at all electrodes tall P's < 0.01, except for WI with a P < 0.09. For the morphologically incorrect sentences this difference was reliab!e at the fronto-temporal electrodes (BI, Br) and at Pz with P < 0.05. For the syntactically incorrect sentences this negativity was only significant at the fronto-temporal electrodes (Bl. Br).
In order to approach the specific question whether the observed negativities for the syntactic violation condition in the first and in the second tkne epoch (loo-250 ms and 250-700 ms) are to be attributed to different generators, an additional analysis was conducted on normalized data. The normalization was carried out according to McCarthy and Wood"". This analysis over Time epoch (2 levels) and Electrodes (7 levels) revealed a significant interaction ( Fhqqo = 2.79, P < 0.05).
The local ANOVA for the time epoch 700-1200 ms with the factor Condition (correct vs. morphologically incorrect) and Electrode revealed no significant main effect or interaction. A look at the visually displayed waveforms suggested that this may be due to the fact that the negativity in the preceding time window only spanned between 250 and 600 ms and that the observable positivity started at 600 ms. Therefore an additional ANOVA was calculated using the time epoch 600-1200 ms. This ANOVA revealed a significant main effect of Electrode (Fevw = 24.47, P < 0.001) and Condition by Electrode interaction (F,,,* = 5.63, P < 0.001).
DISCUSSION
The three bmctionally different types of linguistic violations presented in connected speech each elicited ERPs which were clearly different in their temporal and topographic parameters. Semantic selectional restriction errors became manifest in a negative going effect in the time domain at around 400 ms with a broad distribution over both hemispheres similar to the classical N400 effect. The syntactic phrase structure errors realized as a violation of syntactic word category, in contrast, evoked an early negativity peaking around 180 ms with a maximum over frontal and anterior lateral electrode sites, most salient over the electrode 'Broca left'. This early negativity was followed by a second negative going wave peaking at around 400 ms which, however, was less widely distributed than the semantic N400 effect and had its maximum at frontal and anterior sites. The detection of a morphological violation evoked a negativity at around 400 ms with a maximum over anterior sites, followed by a weak late positivity with parietal and posterior lateral distribution.
The topography and the timing of the semantic ERP-effect as observed in the present study using auditory language input is in line with previous studies using visual and auditory presentation modes22,d8.
Compared to the N400 effect as a correlate for semantic processes, syntactic effects are much less established. In the tntroduction we discussed effects reported for each of the time domains under analysis in the present study. In the time domain between 100 and 250 ms we found an early negativity left anterior for the phrase structure violation induced by an incorrect word category. A similar early negativity was observed by Neville et al."' in correlation with phrase structure violations. However, a negative going wave as early as 50-100 ms at anterior sites and most prominent in the left hemisphere was also found in correlation with semantic anomalies when presented in a connected speech mode2'. The authors interpret their finding to reflect an interaction between the semantic and prosodic or coarticulatory cues. Connolly, Stewart and Phillis' investigating the processing of high and low probability words in spoken sentences, found both an early negativity ('N200') and the N400 for the low probability in contrast to high probability sentence-final words, interpreting the first negativity to reflect the acoustic analysis and the second the semantic analysis. Given these data from the auditory language process-ing domain, the possibility must be considered that the early negativity observed in the present study using connected natural speech may not solely be due to the syntactic violation introduced, but may bf: influenced by hidden prosodic cues. Interestingly, in the present study no early difference between the correct and incorrect sentence was observed for the semantic and the morphological condition suggesting that possible prosodic influences must have been tied to incorrect phrase structure, and not to incorrectness per se. This makes it most likely that the observed effect is indeed due to the syntactic violation introduced.
For the morphosyntactic violation induced by an incorrect verb inflection we found a late positivity at the central posterior site and a negativity around 400 ms preceding it. The observed negativity may be similar to the negativity reported by Kutas and Hillyard% for morphosyntactic number ma&ing. The late positivity may be connected to the 'late positive shift' reported by Hagoort et aLI in correlation with verb inflection errors marking subject-verb-agreement errors in Dutch. These authors, however, found a late positivity also in correlation with a particular phrase structure violation requiring a reanalysis of a preferred syntactic reading of a given sentence. Given its distribution, this late positivity may be a member of the P300 component, often found following unexpected stimuli which require an updating of preceding information8*20.
The data of the present study evaluating three different aspects of language processing in the same subjects suggest that these aspects are processed at different points in time during comprehension. Processing of word category information, as in rhe phrase structure violation condition, seems to precede lexical processes in auditory language comprehecsion; as indicated by the early negativity evoked by a word category error preceding the negativity at 400 ms correlated with lexical processes. The late positivity observed in some studies'9*40 may reflect the detection of the need for structural reanalyses in a given sentence. Once these effects observed in correlation with syntactic processing, i.e. the early ixgativities and the late positivity, are validated by further experiments, they may be taken to support a two-stage module of syntactic parsing, with a first stage during which a structure-driven parser assigns an initial structure to the input based on major category information, and a second stage during which structural and semantic aspects are made available before final interpretation takes place'0V13-'5.
Further research is clearly needed before we will be able to adequately describe the underlying temporal and neurotopological structure of the language comprehension process. The present study using connected speech as input combined with ERP measures clearly indicates that there are ways to identify different temporal stages during language comprehension and to connect these to distinct neural systems in the human brain.
